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2. Examination of financial statements

The Committee examined the Company's financial institutions and financial

statements conscientiously as well as 2002 annul report and profits

appropriation scheme and found they were properly kept according to relative

state regulations and that of China's Securities Regulatory Committee. The

financial statement certified by PricewaterhouseCoopers gave a true and

fair view of the Company's financial position and operating results. The

auditing and financial management of the Company were in compliance of

generally accepted accounting principles of Hong Kong, accounting principles

of the PRC, enterprise accounting regulations as well as enterprise accounting

principles issued by the State Ministry of Finance.

3. Latest application of proceeds

The latest proceeds was raised by additional issue of 100,000,000 A share

in Feb. of 2001. The Committee has monitored the whole process from paying

into accounts, application and utilization effects. The Committee believes

this proceeds were applied reasonably with a good return on investment

after checking the financial statements and monitoring the whole process of

these investment programs.

4. Acquisition and Sales of assets during the period

The Committee found that the Company acquired capital assets guided by

principles of fare and equal consideration. The process is believed to be

legal, price fare, and neither behind-curtain transaction nor conducts against

shareholder's interests were found. No sales of assets occurred during the

Period.

5. Connected transaction during reporting period

The Committee believes connected transaction during reporting period in

regulatory operation and integrity. The process is characterized by market

pricing, fair pricing, legal process and the principle of openness, fairness

and justice with no conducts against shareholders' interests found.
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Independent opinions on relevant matters

1. The Company has operated in compliance with all the relative

laws during the year

During the year, the Supervisory Committee has supervised and examined

the convening procedures, resolutions of the Company's Shareholders'

Meetings and the Board's meetings in accordance with related state laws

and regulations. It also examined the Board's implementation of resolutions

reached by the general meetings of shareholders, performance of senior

management and the Company's regulations. The Committee found that the

Board of Directors have performed its duty in strict compliance with " Company

Law of the People's Republic of China ", " Securities Law in PRC ", the "

Articles of Association " and duly exercised the resolutions and authorities

by shareholders' meetings. All the decisions made by the Company were in

legal process. Top management team stringently implemented the Board's

resolutions, carry out regulatory operation, established key operational

objective, guidelines and decisions were made with a view to the Company's

development, gaining fruitful results. Under the fierce market competition

both at home and abroad, they succeeded in establishing strategic alliance

with A-B, enhancing the Company's competitiveness greatly. As exploring

proactively the domestic market, they grasped the opportunity to enter into

Taiwan market. The directors and senior management staff had exercised

their duties in good faith and strictly adhered to state laws and regulations.

They conducted duties in a proper and legal manner and have not

contravened the Company's articles, nor have they abused their powers or

caused damage to the interests of the Shares and the stuff of the Company.

Under the leadership of the Board, the Company is unified as one and

enterprise actively with commitment to completing, developing and innovating

Tsingtao's management model and corporate culture with enhanced core

competitiveness.
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2. Examination of financial statements

The Committee examined the Company's financial institutions and financial

statements conscientiously as well as 2002 annul report and profits

appropriation scheme and found they were properly kept according to relative

state regulations and that of China's Securities Regulatory Committee. The

financial statement certified by PricewaterhouseCoopers gave a true and

fair view of the Company's financial position and operating results. The

auditing and financial management of the Company were in compliance of

generally accepted accounting principles of Hong Kong, accounting principles

of the PRC, enterprise accounting regulations as well as enterprise accounting

principles issued by the State Ministry of Finance.

3. Latest application of proceeds

The latest proceeds was raised by additional issue of 100,000,000 A share

in Feb. of 2001. The Committee has monitored the whole process from paying

into accounts, application and utilization effects. The Committee believes

this proceeds were applied reasonably with a good return on investment

after checking the financial statements and monitoring the whole process of

these investment programs.

4. Acquisition and Sales of assets during the period

The Committee found that the Company acquired capital assets guided by

principles of fare and equal consideration. The process is believed to be

legal, price fare, and neither behind-curtain transaction nor conducts against

shareholder's interests were found. No sales of assets occurred during the

Period.

5. Connected transaction during reporting period

The Committee believes connected transaction during reporting period in

regulatory operation and integrity. The process is characterized by market

pricing, fair pricing, legal process and the principle of openness, fairness

and justice with no conducts against shareholders' interests found.
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Independent opinions on relevant matters

1. The Company has operated in compliance with all the relative

laws during the year

During the year, the Supervisory Committee has supervised and examined

the convening procedures, resolutions of the Company's Shareholders'

Meetings and the Board's meetings in accordance with related state laws

and regulations. It also examined the Board's implementation of resolutions

reached by the general meetings of shareholders, performance of senior

management and the Company's regulations. The Committee found that the

Board of Directors have performed its duty in strict compliance with " Company

Law of the People's Republic of China ", " Securities Law in PRC ", the "

Articles of Association " and duly exercised the resolutions and authorities

by shareholders' meetings. All the decisions made by the Company were in

legal process. Top management team stringently implemented the Board's

resolutions, carry out regulatory operation, established key operational

objective, guidelines and decisions were made with a view to the Company's

development, gaining fruitful results. Under the fierce market competition

both at home and abroad, they succeeded in establishing strategic alliance

with A-B, enhancing the Company's competitiveness greatly. As exploring

proactively the domestic market, they grasped the opportunity to enter into

Taiwan market. The directors and senior management staff had exercised

their duties in good faith and strictly adhered to state laws and regulations.

They conducted duties in a proper and legal manner and have not

contravened the Company's articles, nor have they abused their powers or

caused damage to the interests of the Shares and the stuff of the Company.

Under the leadership of the Board, the Company is unified as one and

enterprise actively with commitment to completing, developing and innovating

Tsingtao's management model and corporate culture with enhanced core

competitiveness.
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Profiles of Directors, Supervisors and Senior Management

��   Jin Zhi Guo��   Li Gui Rong

��   Liu Ying Di �� = Sun Yu Guo ��   Chu Zhen Gang ��   Wang Li Jun ��   Tan Li Ning

��   Wu Hai Hua ��   Pan Gui Rong ��   Wu Yu Ting ��   Yu Jia Ping ��   Ren Zeng Gui

��   Liu Qing Yuan ��   Zhong Ming Shan ��  Chen Jun ��   Sun Ming Bo ��   Teng An Gong

��  Fan Wei ��= Yan Xu ��   Zhang Xue Ju ��   Cao Xiang Dong ��  Yuan Lu
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Suggestion

1. When integrated to international standards, the Company should excel

itself consistently, establish and perfect corporate governance structure both

in the company and its subsidiaries in accordance with the requirements for

a global company so as to make it a modernized enterprise with harmonized

operation and effective control.

2. Following the consistent expansion, the Company should reinforce the

internal monitoring and management, branding consolidation, eliminate

market conflicts, optimize market environment, financial management, pace

up with capital recycling, enhance collection of payment and reduce

receivables against operational risks.

3. Enhanced enforcing force is guarantee for the Company's sound

development. The Company should establish and perfect its regulations to

bring the management to legal track so that at every level, department and

even every staff both exercise rights and undertake obligations. In this case

could we build our staff team into a well disciplined of diligence, professional,

fast responding and best practice.

In accordance with the " Company Law of the People's Republic of China ",

" Criteria of Corporate Governance of Listed Companies ", "Securities Law"

and " Articles of Association ", the Supervisory Committee will devote its

great efforts to ensure the achievement of the Company's operational

objectives. The Committee will continue to perform its duties conscientiously

in the coming year, with a view to safeguard investor's interests and satisfy

shareholders' expectations. At last, the Committee would like to extend its

highest regard to all shareholders and employees of the Company for their

attention to and support of the work of the Supervisory Committee during the

year.

Chairman of the Supervisory Committee

Wu Yu Ting

1st April, 2003
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